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Abstract

A text recognition algorithm is proposed that uses word-level language constraints in a deciphering framework to directly decode the identity of each word pattern in an input text. This is a font-independent approach that solves problems of touching characters and character fragmentation. The major difficulty of using a deciphering approach on the word level is that the existence of relatively stable and reliable language constraints on the character level, such as character n-grams and a vocabulary of common words, usually do not scale up to the word level. A word-level deciphering approach is presented in this paper that solves a selected portion of an input text using a word-level relaxation deciphering algorithm. Font information is then learned from the solved portion of the text and used to re-recognize the rest of the text. Tests of the proposed approach on both artificially generated and scanned documents show satisfactory performance in the presence of image degradation.

1 Introduction

Current OCR systems are usually dependent on knowledge of many fonts. The need for large amounts of font training data is an impediment to the development of high performance text recognition algorithms([1, 12]). Also, touching characters and character fragmentation as the result of document image degradation pose severe problems to OCR algorithms. Despite much progress reported for constrained domains, character segmentation in the presence of image degradation is still a difficult problem ([11, 4]).

Character level deciphering algorithms have been proposed for OCR by solving a substitution cipher([2, 3, 9, 10]). A clustering step is usually assumed as a preprocessing stage that converts each character on an input text page into a computer readable code in such a manner that ev-
ery shape corresponds to a distinct code. The basic idea with using a deciphering algorithm for OCR lies in utilizing language statistics and assigning alphabetic labels to the cipher codes in a way that the character repetition pattern in the input text passage best matches the letter repetition pattern provided by a language model. Because character patterns in the input text passage are used only for forming distinct pattern groups rather than for direct character recognition, this approach to OCR is font-independent.

However, character-level deciphering algorithms are also sensitive to touching characters and character fragmentation. Improvements have led to a character-level deciphering algorithm that is able to handle touching characters and is tolerant to clustering mistakes by combining visual constraints with language models ([5]). But sensitivity to document degradation is still a difficult problem.

A potential solution to touching characters and character fragmentation is to use word-level language constraints in a deciphering framework to directly decode the identity of words. Besides being a font-independent recognition approach, a word-level deciphering algorithm overcomes sensitivity to touching characters and character fragmentation by identifying words directly instead of building up results from character recognition.

However, little progress has been reported on using a deciphering algorithm on the word level for OCR. The major difficulty is that the stable and reliable language constraints that exist on the character level usually do not scale up to the word level. Word n-gram statistics are not as reliable as character n-gram statistics. Also, there does not exist a set of "legitimate English sentences" to serve as constraints for word-level deciphering algorithms just as a dictionary does in a character-level deciphering algorithm.

The solution to this problem lies in the following observation. While it is true that there usually does not exist a content-independent stable word n-gram repetition pattern for even extensive text passages, usually a portion of the words in the input text that are either subject-related key words or function words do repeat themselves in a way that they constitute relatively stable and reliable word bigrams that match relatively well with those provided by a matching language model.

Based on this observation, we proposed a novel word-level deciphering algorithm that solves a selected portion of the input text by using a word-level relaxation deciphering algorithm. Font information is learned from the decrypted text and then used for precise re-recognition of the rest of the text that was not available for cipher solution. This results in a word-level deciphering approach to OCR that overcomes the need for font training through the use of substitution cipher decryption. Sensitivity to touching characters and character fragmentation is accounted for by identifying words directly using word-level language constraints. This proposed approach provides a recognition technique that has the ability to automatically adjust to a given input document and achieves high levels of performance in the presence of image degradation.

The rest of this paper contains three sections. Section 2 discusses each component of the proposed approach. Section 3 presents and discusses the experimental results of applying the word-level deciphering algorithm to degraded documents. Finally, conclusions and some future directions are pointed out in section 4.

2 Proposed Approach

The proposed word-level deciphering approach and its major components are shown
Figure 1: Word-level deciphering approach
A word clustering algorithm is first applied to an input document to generate word image clusters. Cipher word bigrams with relatively high frequency in the text are selected for deciphering by the word-level relaxation algorithm. Two sources of information are used by the word-level relaxation algorithm. One of them are the neighborhoods generated by a word recognizer. These neighborhoods may not be 100% accurate but they still provide reliable constraints for the relaxation algorithm.

Another source of information used by the relaxation algorithm are the word bigram statistics compiled from a language database. The matching language database is acquired by a vocabulary matching algorithm from a corpus based on the neighborhoods generated for each word in the input text ([8]).

The word-level deciphering stage solves the selected portion of text using the two constraints mentioned above with a probabilistic relaxation algorithm. Font information is then learned from the recognized portion of text and used to re-recognize the rest of the text.

The following sub-sections contain detailed descriptions for each of the major components in the proposed approach.

2.1 Selecting a Portion of the Text with Reliable Word Bigram Statistics

A word clustering algorithm groups visually similar word patterns into distinct clusters. Word patterns within a cluster thus share a common cluster identity. The text passage is considered a substitution cipher with each word being substituted by its cluster identity. The number of occurrences of each two-cipherword sequence (cipherword bigram) occurring in the text is then calculated. Those cipherword bigrams that have relatively high bigram frequencies are selected from the text and solved by the relaxation process. The cipherwords selected in this way will usually consist of two categories of words: function words like "the", "of", "and" etc. and subject-related key words.

2.2 Probabilistic Relaxation Deciphering Algorithm

As part of the pre-processing to the proposed word-level relaxation labeling algorithm, each word pattern is transformed into a cipher code and assigned probabilities that the cipher code represents each word in the neighborhood. A word-level probabilistic relaxation labeling algorithm is used to update the probabilities for each word using the word bigram constraints from the matching language database. Iterating the updating scheme results in improved estimates that finally lead to the decryption of the selected portion of text. The core idea of the relaxation process here is to use information about the labels of highly confident words and combine them with the bigram constraints from a matching language database to correct or improve the labels of less confident words.

The updating scheme is based on Goshtasby's procedure on the character level ([6]). We changed the updating scheme so that it works on the word level by using word transition probabilities within each word bigram. Figure 2 shows the outline of the word-level relaxation labeling algorithm.

2.3 Font Learning

A portion of the cipherwords are recognized as a result of the word-level decryption stage. Information regarding the text font is learned by segmenting the word images to construct character prototypes using word image profile analysis guided by known word identities. One
Algorithm $\text{Word\_Level\_Relaxation} (\text{Selected\_Bigram\_Set})$

BEGIN
get word transition probabilities from language base
get initial candidate neighborhood for each word
FOR (each word bigram in $\text{Selected\_Bigram\_Set}$)
   REPEAT
      FOR (each candidate in word_0)
         compute the contribution factor
         update the probability of candidate
      FOR (each candidate in word_1)
         compute the contribution factor
         update the probability of candidate
   UNTIL (converge)
END

Figure 2: Outline of word level relaxation labeling algorithm

thing is worth noticing here: because at this stage the word identities are already known from the deciphering stage, the segmentation step here to learn the font is different and much easier than the character segmentation problem in most of the segmentation-based OCR methods where the clue for word identities is not available to verify and constrain the many segmentation hypotheses. The visual image and other information regarding each character in a recognized word are acquired to update the character prototypes in the font base.

During font learning, in case an incoming character image pattern turns out to be radically different by a certain similarity measure from the character prototype in the font base, the font learning algorithm matches this character with all the other learned character prototypes in the font base. If no acceptable match is found, this indicates a deformed character image resulted from a mistake made in character segmentation. In this case, the deformed incoming character is simply discarded and excluded from the font learning process. This achieves selective font learning and will guarantee that the fonts learned are of good quality and consistency.

If, on the other hand, the incoming character matches well with another character prototype in the font base, this indicates a possible mistake in the word recognition or word clustering stage. In this case, the suspicious incoming character pattern is re-assigned a character identity of the best match if the new assignment conforms with a legal word identity, which also causes the identity of the word to be changed. This implementation of font learning achieves "self-correction" of mistakes made at the clustering stage and the relaxation stage that are difficult to detect and correct by other means.

Selective learning and self-correction in font learning help guarantee the quality of the learned font prototypes and contribute to the overall tolerance of the approach to
image degradation.

2.4 Re-recognition Using Learned Font Information

A hypothesis testing approach using an A* search algorithm is proposed to re-recognize the rest of the words that were not deciphered. The information that is available for the hypothesis testing algorithm are the neighborhoods for each word and the learned partial font base. For each word to be recognized, the algorithm starts by examining the character patterns at both ends of the partial word image and proceeds inward, matching the character patterns with font prototypes constrained by the neighborhood. Each legal combination of matches at both ends results in a partial word decision. Each partial word decision is associated with a cost that measures the confidence of this partial word decision. It is also associated with a reduced candidate neighborhood that conforms with the accumulated partial decisions of this word made so far.

The cost associated with each partial word decision $f^*$ is the combination of the accumulated cost $g^*$ of the series of character matches as the algorithm proceeds inward, and the estimate of the potential cost $h^*$ to reach a complete word decision. Each partial word decision is saved into an open queue with its associated cost $f^*$ and the reduced word candidate neighborhood. The algorithm chooses the node from the open queue with the optimal cost $f^*$ to expand further, until a complete word decision with a globally optimal cost is reached or the open queue becomes empty.

For a partial word decision, the estimated cost $h^*$ is assigned a value of 0 for most cases where there is no obvious indication of mismatch between the remaining portion of the word image and the remaining characters of its associated candidate set. However, it will be assigned a large value if it becomes certain that the remaining portion of the word image doesn't match any of its associated candidates, preventing this partial word decision from being considered further.

The decision about whether the remaining portion of a word image matches its associated set of candidates is based on visual characteristics such as the overall size of the pattern, the existence of descenders and ascenders, and the existence of isolated spots at the top. These visual constraints are relatively stable under various image degradations.

This method compensates for local character degradations by relying on an A* search algorithm that seeks a globally optimal word decision. Multiple visual constraints that are relatively stable across image degradations are used to estimate the potential cost $h^*$, which enables the algorithm to use as much as possible the visual heuristic power to speed up the search, while maintaining the admissibility of the A* algorithm.

It is likely that font information of some of the characters that appear in the text will not be learned because the relaxation deciphering stage only recognizes a portion of the text. This will cause difficulty when words that include characters not learned in the font learning stage are to be re-recognized. This problem is accounted for by using general geometric heuristics of characters to estimate the match, and also accounted for by a second phase of font learning during re-recognition. Prototypes of characters not available in the original font base can be learned when some words that include these characters are reliably recognized by the hypothesis testing algorithm.
South Korea on Thursday reopened with the United States the talks between the North and the United States. The talks, which are aimed at resolving the long-standing nuclear dispute between the two countries, were suspended in February over North Korea's nuclear tests. The United States has threatened to impose economic sanctions unless North Korea dismantles its nuclear program.

The talks between North Korea and the United States are part of a series of talks aimed at ending the long-standing nuclear dispute between the two countries. The talks were suspended in February over North Korea's nuclear tests.

The United States has threatened to impose economic sanctions unless North Korea dismantles its nuclear program.

On Thursday, North Korea's nuclear envoy to South Korea, Kim Yong-chul, and his South Korean counterpart, Lee Jong-seok, held talks in Seoul. The two sides agreed to resume the talks at a later date.

The United States has threatened to impose economic sanctions unless North Korea dismantles its nuclear program.

Figure 3: Test document for word level relaxation labeling
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3 Experimental Results and Discussion

The proposed word-level deciphering algorithm was tested on both artificially created documents and on scanned documents with varying image degradations.

3.1 Artificially Created Document

The document text used to test the proposed word-level deciphering algorithm consists of two pieces of recent news about the Korean Peninsula nuclear crisis. The text contains 921 words and 380 unique words. The image of this text was generated using a text formatting package. Noise that simulates image degradation was added to the clean image. As a result of the image degradation, the word recognizer we used to generate the top ten neighborhood ([7]) achieved a 79% correct rate for the top choice. The correct rate for the top ten choices was 99.6%. The degraded document image is shown in Figure 3.

The matching language database that provides word bigram constraints consists of 31 recent news reports on the Korean Peninsula nuclear crisis which is generated by a vocabulary matching system ([8]) from a comprehensive language corpus acquired from Clarinet. The language database contains 12595 words and 2464 unique words. The word bigram set constructed from it contains 23907 different word bigrams, from which the bigrams with frequencies greater than a threshold are selected as the word bigram database. The frequencies of this selected set of word bigrams are then normalized and used in the relaxation deciphering algorithm.

The word-level relaxation deciphering stage correctly deciphered 301 out of the 921 words. These include 24 unique words. Ten of them are function words and 14 of them are key words. This limited number of function words and key words constitute about one third of the whole input text, and the proposed word-level deciphering algorithm is able to recognize them with high reliability.

From the recognized portion of text, the font learning algorithm developed prototypes for 25 of the 32 characters that appeared in the input text. The results are shown in Figure 4.

![Figure 4: Font learned from the deciphered portion of words](image)

For the re-recognition stage using the learned font information, only eight words were not recognized correctly. The eight cases where the algorithm failed are: "be" recognized as "he", "an" recognized as "au", "21" was incorrectly recognized because digits had not been recognized previously and "Hans" was recognized as "Kaus". Four other words were not correctly recognized because the correct candidates were not included in the initial neighborhood.

Some interesting observations can be drawn from these errors. In case the word to be recognized is short, such as the words "be" and "an", the hypothesis testing algorithm loses its ability to compensate for local mismatches and deformations by relying on global characteristics. This makes the word decisions heavily dependent on local character recognitions that are unreliable in the presence of image degradations.
Short words combined with unknown character prototypes aggravate this problem, as shown in the case of the word “Hans”.

The second phase of font learning in the re-recognition stage was able to learn four more character prototypes from re-recognition results that were reliable. The updated font base is shown in Figure 5.

The eight unique word mistakes resulted in 13 words that were not recognized correctly. The proposed word-level relaxation deciphering approach as a whole was able to achieve a correct word recognition rate of 98.6% for the artificially created and degraded document.

3.2 Scanned Document

The text of the scanned document was acquired the same way as presented in last section. The document image was first generated with the ditroff text formatting package in an 11 pt. Times Roman font. The clean image was printed on plain paper using a laser printer and scanned at 300 ppi resolution. The final binary image was the result of thresholding the scanned grayscale image by choosing a threshold such that the character distortion and touching characters that were produced test the ability of the algorithm to handle these degradations. An enlarged portion the final binary document image used for the test is shown in Figure 6.

The matching language base and the word bigrams are generated in the same way as presented in the last section.

The image degradation in the scanned document resulted in reduced word clustering performance, which resulted in only 258 words being correctly recognized by the relaxation deciphering stage. These 258 words consist of 21 unique words. Among them, 12 are key words and 9 are function words. From the deciphered words, the font learning stage was able to learn 26 out of the 32 character font prototypes.

The re-recognition stage using the learned font information failed to recognize only four words. The four cases where the re-recognition failed were: “an” recognized as “au”, “21” incorrectly recognized because digits had not been recognized previously, “Hans” recognized as “Kaus”, and “sufficient” recognized as “sediment”. The errors were caused by similar reasons as in the case of the artificially created document discussed in the last section. Also, the alignment of the font sometimes makes it difficult to deal with the problem where an ‘i’ following an ‘f’ is mistaken as part of the ‘f’ pattern and completely cut off when the ‘f’ is recognized, as in the case of the word “sufficient”. This calls for more sophisticated use of character typeface and alignment information in the re-recognition algorithm.

Reliable recognition of some of the words also enabled the font re-learning phase to learn three more character and punctuation prototypes.

The four unique word mistakes in the re-recognition stage resulted in 8 words that were not recognized correctly. The proposed word-level relaxation deciphering approach as a whole was able to achieve a correct word recognition rate of 99.1% for the scanned document.
South Korea on Thursday reopened its border with the United States for talks, part of elaborate steps aimed at a border village of Panmunjom the North’s seven declared nuclear sites.

officials of the Vienna-based International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) officials said the inspections, diverted to weapons development since February last year, had not halted a series of talks with the United States and South Korea.

The Ministry announced this year’s series of talks with the United States would pave the way for the first inter-Korean summit in years.

Figure 6: An enlarged portion of the scanned test document.
4 Conclusions and Future Directions

A novel word-level deciphering algorithm for OCR was proposed in this paper that solves a selected portion of text with high reliability by using word-level language constraints within a relaxation deciphering algorithm. Font information is learned from the decrypted portion of the text and used to re-recognize the rest of the text that was not solved in the deciphering stage. This word-level deciphering approach overcomes the need for font training by solving a substitution cipher and by learning font information dynamically from the input document. Sensitivity to touching characters and character fragmentation is reduced to the minimum by decoding words directly without relying on character segmentation. Tests of the proposed approach on both an artificially created document and a scanned document showed reliable performance in the presence of image noise.

More extensive tests of the proposed approach on more varieties of real scanned documents are underway. Improvements in performance of the word clustering algorithm and the font learning algorithm are needed. Further improvement of the re-recognition stage to take into consideration the font typeface and alignment information is underway. Expansion of the system so that it can process the full range of punctuation and digits is also being planned.
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